# Barker Bay (of Lower Manitoj Lake)

## District of Kenora

### Kenora Mining Division

**Scale:** 1-Inch = 40 Chains

### Legend

- **Patented Land:** PL
- **Crown Land Sale:** CSL
- **Leases:** L
- **Located Land:** LK
- **License of Occupation:** LO
- **Mineral Rights Only:** MR
- **Surface Rights Only:** SRO
- **Roads:** RD
- **Improved Roads:** IR
- **King's Highways:** KH
- **Railways:** RA
- **Power Lines:** PL
- **Marsh or Muskeg:** MM
- **Mines:** MI
- **Cancelled:** C

### Notes

400' reserve around all lakes & rivers to Dept. of Lands & Forests.
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